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Abstract
The concept of perturbative gauge invariance formulated exclusively by means of asymp-
totic fields is used to construct massive gauge theories. We consider the interactions of r
massive and s massless gauge fields together with (r + s) fermionic ghost and anti-ghost
fields. First order gauge invariance requires the introduction of unphysical scalars (Gold-
stone bosons) and fixes their trilinear couplings. At second order additional physical scalars
(Higgs fields) are necessary, their coupling is further restricted at third order. In case of one
physical scalar all couplings are determined by gauge invariance, including the Higgs poten-
tial. For three massive and one massless gauge field the SU(2) × U(1) electroweak theory
comes out as the unique solution.
PACS. 11.15.-q Gauge field theories, 11.15.Bt General properties of perturbation theory
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1 Introduction
In gauge theories with massive gauge bosons the masses are conventionally generated by the
Higgs mechanism [1]. One introduces scalar fields into the theory which have asymmetric self-
interactions so that some physical scalar field gets a symmetry breaking vacuum expectation
value (Higgs field). Then the gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken and the gauge fields can
acquire mass. Here the notion ”gauge symmetry” refers to the symmetry of the total action.
For various reasons there are still considerable doubts whether the above picture is really
fundamental, one being the ad-hoc character of the construction. However, it is possible to
consider massive gauge theories from a quite different point of view. If one takes the adiabatically
switched S-matrix S(g) (g(x) a Schwartz test function) as the basic object, defined by the
perturbation series [2]
S(g) = 1 +
∞∑
n=1
1
n!
∫
d4x1 . . . d
4xn Tn(x1, . . . , xn)g(x1) . . . g(xn), (1.1)
then one would like to formulate gauge invariance in terms of the time-ordered products Tn.
Since the latter are expressed by the asymptotic free fields, it is a priori not clear whether such
a perturbative definition of gauge invariance is possible. We have found that this is indeed the
case [3], no matter if the gauge fields are massless or massive [4]. The definition of perturbative
gauge invariance reads as follows
dQTn
def
= [Q,Tn] = i
n∑
l=1
∂
∂xµl
T µn/l(x1, . . . xl . . . xn). (1.2)
Here Q is the nilpotent gauge charge, first introduced by Kugo and Ojima [5], and the T νn/l are
time-ordered products with a so-called Q-vertex at xl. These quantities are defined in the next
section and in sect.3.
The idea of the paper is to start from a general ansatz for T1(x) and to use perturbative
gauge invariance (1.2) to determine the coupling parameters in T1. This is a straightforward
generalization of [4] with the merit that in the more general framework the discussion is simpler
and more transparent. The general ansatz contains massless and massive gauge fields and
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ghosts, as well as unphysical (Goldstone bosons) and physical scalar (Higgs) fields. In contrast
to standard theory of spontaneous symmetry breaking where the scalar fields are members of
some multiplet, we treat the unphysical and physical scalars completely free and independent.
This turns out to be natural because their couplings come out quite different: the coupling of
the unphysical scalars is (up to mass dependent factors) given by the structure constants fabc of
the gauge group Lie algebra (sect.3), whereas the Higgs couplings are of a different diagonal type
(sect.4). Nevertheless, in the case of one physical scalar the resulting couplings are in agreement
with the usual theory, including the asymmetric Higgs potential (sect.5). For more than one
Higgs field their couplings are not completely determined by gauge invariance.
As a consequence of perturbative gauge invariance we find many relations between the masses
of the gauge fields and the structure constants fabc. As an application we consider in sect.6 the
physical case of three massive gauge fields and one massless (photon) field and ask the question:
what are the possible gauge theories ? The relations of gauge invariance enables us to calculate
the fabc in terms of the masses. The unique result is the usual SU(2)×U(1) electroweak theory.
In this way the standard theory looses its ad-hoc character.
The same problem has recently been considered by D.R. Grigore [6] using a different definition
of gauge invariance. Most of his results are in agreement with ours, only his treatment of the
Higgs fields is misleading.
2 A general massive gauge theory
We consider r massive and s massless gauge fields Aµa , a = 1, . . . , r + s together with (r + s)
fermionic ghost and anti-ghost fields ua, u˜a. These free asymtotic fields are quantized as follows
( +m2a)A
µ
a(x) = 0, [A
µ
a(x), A
ν
b (y)]− = iδabg
µνDma(x− y), (2.1)
( +m2a)ua(x) = 0 = ( +m
2
a)u˜a(x) (2.2)
{ua(x), u˜b(y)}+ = −iδabDma(x− y), (2.3)
3
all other commutators vanish, Dm are the Jordan-Pauli distributions. The masses of a gauge
field and the corresponding ghost and anti-ghost fields must be equal, otherwise perturbative
gauge invariance cannot be achieved. We have ma = 0 for a > r.
In order to get a gauge charge Q which is nilpotent
Q2 = 0, (2.4)
we have to introduce for every massive gauge vector field Aµa(x), a ≤ r, a scalar partner Φa(x)
with the same mass ma. The scalar fields are quantized according to
( +m2a)Φa(x) = 0, [Φa(x),Φb(y)] = −iδabDma(x− y). (2.5)
Then the gauge charge Q is defined by
Q
def
=
∫
d3x (∂νA
ν
a +maΦa)
↔
∂ 0ua. (2.6)
Calculating Q2 as one half of the anticommutator {Q,Q} one easily verifies the nilpotency (2.4).
The scalar and ghost fields appearing in Q (2.6) are all unphysical because their excitations
do not belong to the physical subspace [7]
Hphys = KerQ
/
RanQ. (2.7)
To discuss this in detail it is necessary to introduce a concrete representation of the various
asymptotic fields in Fock space. We want to avoid that to stress the fact that our definition of
gauge invariance refers to a structural property independent of representation. Then we simply
call a field unphysical if it appears in Q (2.6), otherwise it is physical. For the gauge fields that
means ∂νA
ν is unphysical. Second order gauge invariance will force us to introduce additional
physical scalar fields ϕp, p = 1, . . . , t, called Higgs fields, with arbitrary masses µp. We shall
use indices p, q, . . . = 1, . . . t from the end of the alphabet to number the Higgs fields, letters
h, j, k, l, . . . = 1, . . . r from the middle denote the other massive fields and a, b, c, d, e, f, . . . =
1, . . . r + s is used for unrestricted ’color’ indices.
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With this field content we are going to analyse the following trilinear couplings:
T1(x) = T
0
1 + T
1
1 + . . .+ T
11
1 (2.8)
where
T 01 = igfabc(AµaAνb∂
νAµc −Aµaub∂
µu˜c) (2.9)
T 11 = igf
1
ahjA
µ
a(Φh∂µΦj − Φj∂µΦh), f
1
ahj = −f
1
ajh (2.10)
T 21 = igf
2
abhAµaA
µ
bΦh, f
2
abh = f
2
bah (2.11)
T 31 = igf
3
abhu˜aubΦh (2.12)
T 41 = igf
4
hjkΦhΦjΦk, (2.13)
where f4hjk is totally symmetric in h, j, k and g is a coupling constant. All f ’s are real because T1
must be skew-adjoint. For reasons of economy we assume the pure Yang-Mills coupling fabc in
(2.9) to be totally antisymmetric. If one starts with the most general ansatz, one must repeat the
discussion in [8] to derive the antisymmetry. The Jacobi identity need not be assumed, it follows
explicitly below in second order (Sect.4.1). In T 11 we have only considered the antisymmetric
combination because the symmetric one can be expressed by a divergence
Aµa(Φh∂µΦj +Φj∂µΦh) = ∂µ(A
µ
aΦhΦj)− ∂µA
µ
aΦhΦj.
The remaining ∂µA
µ
a term is a coboundary dQ(u˜aΦhΦj) plus terms of the form T
3
1 , T
4
1 . But
divergence and coboundary couplings can always be skipped in the discussion of perturbative
gauge invariance [9].
The Higgs couplings are obtained by replacing the scalar fields in (2.10-13) by Higgs fields:
T 51 = igf
5
ahpA
µ
a(Φh∂µϕp − ϕp∂µΦh) (2.14)
T 61 = igf
6
apqA
µ
a(ϕp∂µϕq − ϕq∂µϕp), f
6
apq = −f
6
aqp (2.15)
T 71 = igf
7
abpAµaA
µ
bϕp, f
7
abp = f
7
bap (2.16)
T 81 = igf
8
abpu˜aubϕp (2.17)
5
T 91 = igf
9
hjpΦhΦjϕp, f
9
hjp = f
9
jhp (2.18)
T 101 = igf
10
hpqΦhϕpϕq, f
10
hpq = f
10
hqp (2.19)
T 111 = igf
11
pquϕpϕqϕu, (2.20)
where f11 is totally symmetric. All products of field operators throughout are normally ordered
(Wick) products of free fields. Interacting fields do not appear at all.
3 First order gauge invariance
The gauge charge Q (2.6) defines a gauge variation according to
dQF
def
= QF − (−1)nFFQ, (3.1)
where nF is the number of ghost plus anti-ghost fields in the Wick monomial F . We get the
following gauge variations of the fundamental fields
dQA
µ
a(x) = i∂
µua(x), dQΦh(x) = imhuh(x) (3.2)
dQua(x) = 0, dQu˜a(x) = −i(∂µA
µ
a(x) +maΦa(x)) (3.3)
dQϕp = 0. (3.4)
These infinitesimal gauge transformations have some similarity with the BRST transformations
[10], but we emphasize the following differences. The BRST transformations are defined for
interacting fields, whereas we work with asymptotic free fields only and establish gauge invariance
order by order. BRST invariance only holds if the quadratic free Lagrangian, the gauge fixing
term and the quartic term in the action are also transformed. We have no such terms in T1 (2.8)
so that the compensations of terms in the gauge variations are totally different.
We now calculate the gauge variation of all terms in T1 and transform the result to a diver-
gence form
dQT1 = i∂µT
µ
1/1. (3.5)
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The T µ
1/1 appearing here is the Q-vertex. It is not unique, but the possible modification has
no influence on gauge invariance of higher orders [9]. The most convenient way to achieve the
divergence form (3.5) is to take out the derivatives of the ghost fields and use the field equations.
In this way we find:
dQT
0
1 = gfabc
{
∂µ[Aνaub(∂
νAµc − ∂
µAνc ) +
1
2
uaub∂
µu˜c]
−m2cAνaubA
ν
c +
1
2
m2cuaubu˜c +mcAνaub∂
νΦc
}
(3.6)
dQT
1
1 = −gf
1
ahj
{
∂µ[ua(Φh∂µΦj − Φj∂µΦh)
+mjA
µ
aΦhuj −mhA
µ
aΦjuh] + (m
2
j −m
2
h)uaΦhΦj
+mh(∂µA
µ
aΦj + 2A
µ
a∂µΦj)uh −mj(∂µA
µ
aΦh + 2A
µ
a∂µΦh)uj
}
(3.7)
dQT
2
1 = −gf
2
abh
{
∂µ(uaA
µ
b +A
µ
aub)Φh − ua∂µA
µ
bΦh − uaA
µ
b ∂µΦh
−ub∂µA
µ
aΦh − ubA
µ
a∂µΦh +mhAµaA
µ
b uh
}
(3.8)
dQT
3
1 = gf
3
abh
{
(∂µA
µ
a +maΦa)ubΦh −mhu˜aubuh
}
(3.9)
dQT
4
1 = −gf
4
hjk
{
mhuhΦjΦk +mjΦhujΦk +mkΦhΦjuk
}
(3.10)
dQT
5
1 = −gf
5
ahp
{
∂µ[ua(Φh∂µϕp − ϕp∂µΦh)−mhA
µ
aϕpuh]
+(m2h − µ
2
p)uaΦhϕp + 2mhA
µ
auh∂µϕp +mh∂µA
µ
auhϕp
}
(3.11)
dQT
6
1 = −gf
6
apq
{
∂µ[ua(ϕp∂µϕq − ϕq∂µϕp)] + (µ
2
q − µ
2
p)uaϕpϕq
}
(3.12)
dQT
7
1 = −gf
7
abp
{
∂µ[(uaAµb + ubAµa)ϕp]
−(ua∂µA
µ
b + ub∂µA
µ
a)ϕp − (uaA
µ
b + ubA
µ
a)∂µϕp
}
(3.13)
dqT
8
1 = gf
8
abp(∂µA
µ
a +maΦa)ubϕp (3.14)
dQT
9
1 = −gf
9
hjp(mhuhΦj +mjujΦh)ϕp (3.15)
dQT
10
1 = −gf
10
hpqmhuhϕpϕq. (3.16)
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We have given this long list in detail because a lot of information can directly be read off.
The divergence terms give the Q-vertex
T µ
1/1 = gfabc
[
Aνaub(∂
νAµc − ∂
µAνc ) +
1
2
uaub∂
µu˜c
]
(3.17.1)
−gf1ahj
[
2uaΦh∂
µΦj +mjA
µ
aΦhuj −mhA
µ
aΦjuh
]
(3.17.2)
−gf2abh(uaA
µ
b + ubA
µ
a)Φh (3.17.3)
−gf5ahp
[
ua(Φh∂
µϕp − ϕp∂
µΦh)−mhA
µ
auhϕp
]
(3.17.4)
−2gf6apquaϕp∂
µϕq (3.17.5)
−gf7abp(uaA
µ
b + ubA
µ
a)ϕp. (3.17.6)
The remaining terms must cancel out. Collecting the terms ∼ ubAµaA
µ
c we get the relation
2mbf
2
acb = (m
2
a −m
2
c)fabc. (3.18)
Hence, if mb = 0 and fabc 6= 0 we must have
ma = mc. (3.19)
For mb,mh 6= 0 we find
f2abh =
m2b −m
2
a
2mh
fabh. (3.20)
Then, collecting terms ∼ Aµauh∂
µΦj we get
f1ahj =
m2j +m
2
h −m
2
a
4mhmj
fahj. (3.21)
Using all these results in the equation ∼ ∂µA
µ
aΦhuj we arrive at
f3ahj =
m2j −m
2
h +m
2
a
2mj
fahj, (3.22)
and then from uhΦjΦk we obtain
f4hjk = 0. (3.23)
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We have succeeded in expressing all couplings so far by fabc. With these results all remaining
terms without Higgs couplings cancel.
We next turn to the Higgs couplings. From Aµaub∂µϕp we find
f7abp = mbf
5
abp, f
7
abp = 0 for a > r or b > r, (3.24)
and from ∂µA
µ
auhϕp we get
f8abp = −mbf
5
abp (3.25)
and =0 for b > r. Finally the terms ∼ uaΦhϕp give
f9ahp = −
µ2p
2ma
f5ahp, a ≤ r (3.26)
and zero for a > r. The terms ∼ uaϕpϕq lead to
f10apq =
µ2q − µ
2
p
m2a
f6apq, a ≤ r (3.27)
and zero for a > r. We see that the Higgs couplings are not completely fixed by first order
gauge invariance. So far the Higgs couplings could be set equal to zero, but then we would find
a breakdown of gauge invariance at second order.
4 Second order gauge invariance
Following the inductive construction of Epstein and Glaser [2] in the case of T2, we have first to
calculate the causal distribution
D2(x, y) = T1(x)T1(y)− T1(y)T1(x). (4.1)
It has a causal support (⊂ {(x−y)2 ≥ 0}) and must be decomposed into a retarded and advanced
part: D2 = R2−A2, suppR2 ⊂ V
+, suppA2 ⊂ V
−. For diagrams with singular order ω ≥ 0 [11]
this distribution splitting is not unique. There are undetermined local terms
ω∑
|a|=0
CaD
aδ(x− y) : O(x, y) : a = (aµ)
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in R2 which are called normalization terms (or finite renormalization terms in the old terminol-
ogy). Da =
∏
µ ∂
aµ
xµ is a partial differential operator and : O(x, y) : is a Wick monomial. Finally,
we obtain T2 = R2 −R
′
2, where R
′
2(x, y)
def
= − T1(x)T1(y).
The main problem is whether gauge invariance can be preserved in the distribution splitting.
Obviously, D2 (4.1) is gauge invariant:
dQD2(x, y) = [dQT1(x), T2(y)] + [T1(x), dQT2(y)] =
= i∂xµ [T
µ
1/1(x), T1(y)] + i∂
y
µ[T1(x), T
µ
1/1(y)]
def
= i∂xµD
µ
2/1(x, y) + i∂
y
µD
µ
2/2(x, y). (4.2)
Since the retarded part R2 agrees with D2 on the forward light cone x ∈ x + (V
+ \ {0}) and
similarly for Rµ
2/1, R
µ
2/2, gauge invariance of R2 can only be violated by local terms ∼ D
aδ(x−y).
But such local terms also appear as normalization terms in the distribution splitting if the
singular order is ≥ 0. If the normalization terms N2, N
µ
2/1, N
µ
2/2 can be chosen in such a way
that
dQ(R2 +N2) = ∂
x
µ(R
µ
2/1 +N
µ
2/1) + ∂
y
µ(R
µ
2/2 +N
µ
2/2) (4.3)
holds, then the theory is gauge invariant to second order. Note that the distribution T2 =
R2+N2−R
′
2 then fulfils (4.3), too, because R
′
2 is clearly gauge invariant for the same reason as
in (4.2). The local terms on the right-hand side of (4.3), which come from the causal splitting,
are called ”anomalies”. The ordinary axial anomalies are of the same kind, they appear in the
third order triangle diagrams with axial vector couplings to fermions (see [12], Sect.4). The
difference is that the axial anomalies cannot be removed by finite renormalizations.
To prove (4.3) we only have to consider its local part. We concentrate on the tree graphs
because gauge invariance is not a serious problem for second order loop graphs. Let R2 be the
splitting solution of D2 obtained by replacing Dm(x − y) by D
ret
m (x − y). Since dQ operates
only on the field operators, the local part on the left-hand side of (4.3) is only due to dQN2. To
calculate the anomalies on the right-hand side of (4.3) we start from
Dµ
2/1
def
= [T µ
1/1(x), T1(y)]. (4.4)
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The anomalies come from those terms in T µ
1/1 (3.17) which contain a derivative ∂
µ. These are the
second and third term in (3.17.1), the first term in (3.17.2), the first two in (3.17.4) and the first
in (3.17.5). We shall abbreviate these terms by 17.1/2... 17.5/1 in the following. Commuting
the factors with derivative ∂µ in these terms with all terms in T1(y) (2.9-20) we get tree-graph
contributions with four external legs (sectors) which we now have to examine.
4.1 Sector uAu˜u:
These field operators come out if we commute the second term in (3.17.1) with the second one
in (2.9)
(17.1/2) − (2.9/2) = ifabcfdefAνaub[∂
µAνc (x), Aλd(y)]ue∂
λu˜f , (4.5)
where we set the coupling constant g = 1 from now on. This gives a result ∼ ∂µxD(x− y). After
splitting this causal distribution we get the retarded part ∂µxDret(x − y). If now the derivative
∂xµ of (4.2) is applied
∂µ∂
µ
xDret(x− y) = −m
2Dret + δ(x− y) (4.6)
we get a local term
A1 = −fabcfcefAνaubue∂ν u˜fδ(x− y) (4.7)
which is the anomaly. The second term in (4.2) with x and y interchanged gives the same
contribution so that we notice the short rule
∂µD(x− y) −→ 2δ(x − y) (4.8)
for the following. Proceeding in the same way with the third term in (3.17.1) commuted with
the second one in (2.9) we get
(17.1/3) − (2.9/2) = fabcfdcfuaub∂
ν u˜fAνdδ(x − y). (4.9)
There are no further contributions in this sector so that (4.7) must cancel against (4.9) in
order to have gauge invariance. We interchange the indices of summation b and e in (4.7)
2A1 = (−fabcfcef + faecfcbf )ubue∂
ν u˜fAνa
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and add (4.9), then the total anomaly becomes
(−fabcfcef + faecfcbf − febcfacf )ubue∂
ν u˜fAνa. (4.10)
Taking the total asymmetry of fabc into account the bracket vanishes iff the Jacobi identity is
satisfied
4.2 Sector uAAA:
As the foregoing one this is a pure Yang-Mills sector. From the commutator between (3.17.1/2)
and (2.9/1) we get three contributions
(17.1/2) − (2.9/1) = fabcAνaub(x)
{
fcefAαe∂
αAνf∂
µD + fdcfAλd∂
νAλf∂
µD (4.11)
+fdecA
ν
d(y)Aαe∂
µ
x∂
α
yD(x− y)
}
.
Here in the last term we have a new situation because the distribution ∂µ∂αD has singular
order 0. Consequently its retarded part ∂µ∂αDret + α1g
µαδ contains a free normalization term
which is part of ∂µN
µ
2/1 in (4.3), α1 is a free parameter. Applying the external derivative ∂µ we
get local terms of the following form
G(x)F (y)∂αy δ(x− y) + α1∂
α
y [G(x)F (y)δ]. (4.12)
In the ∂δ-term we use the identity
F (x)G(y)∂αx δ(x − y) + F (y)G(x)∂
α
y δ(x− y) =
= F (x)(∂αG)(x)δ(x − y)− (∂αF )(x)G(x)δ(x − y). (4.13)
Here we have added the other anomaly with x and y interchanged which comes from ∂µR
µ
2/2.
Similarly, the normalization term of divergence form in (4.12) will be transformed with help of
the relation
∂αx [F (x)G(y)δ(x − y)] + ∂
α
y [F (y)G(x)δ(x − y)] =
= (∂αF )(x)G(x)δ(x − y) + F (x)(∂αG)(x)δ(x − y). (4.14)
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Summing up, we have the following short rule for the calculation of this type of local terms:
G(x)F (y)∂µx∂
α
yD(x− y) −→
[
(α1 + 1)∂
αGF + (α1 − 1)G∂
αF
]
δ(x − y). (4.15)
Using this in (4.11) we get the following total result for the local terms
= fabcAνaub(x)
{
fcefAαe∂
αAνf + fdcfAλd∂
νAλf
}
2δ
+fabcfdec
{
(α1 + 1)(∂αubAνa + ub∂αAνa)A
ν
dA
α
e
+(α1 − 1)ubAνa(∂αA
ν
dA
α
e +A
ν
d∂αA
α
e )
}
δ. (4.16)
From the vanishing of the term ∼ ubAνaA
ν
d∂αA
α
e we conclude
(α1 − 1)fabcfdec = 0, (4.17)
which implies α1 = 1. Then the terms ∼ ubA
α
e ∂αA
ν
fAνa cancel due to the Jacobi identity. But
the term ∼ ∂αubAνaA
ν
dA
α
e does not vanish
(α1 + 1)fabcfdec = 4β1. (4.18)
Here a normalization term N2 in (4.3) is necessary. In fact, the 4-boson coupling
N1 = −iβ1AνaA
ν
dAαbA
α
e δ(x− y) (4.19)
with the gauge variation
dQN1 = 4β1∂αubA
α
eAνaA
ν
dδ (4.20)
gives just the desired local term. Such a normalization term (4.19) is indeed possible because the
first term in (2.9) commuted with itself gives the following second order tree graph contribution
D2 = −fabcfdefAµaAνa[∂
νAµc (x), ∂
αAλf (y)]AλdAαe.
The commutator ∼ ∂ν∂αD(x − y) has singular order 0 again, which allows the normalization
term (4.19). α1 = 1 in (4.18) fixes β1:
N1 = −
i
2
fabcfdecAνaA
ν
dAαbA
α
e δ(x − y). (4.21)
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This is the mechanism how additional couplings are generated by gauge invariance. Note that
in (4.17) no normalization term is possible.
For later use we list the form of all possible normalization terms. They come from second
order tree graphs with two derivatives on the inner line:
(2.9) − (2.9) : AAAA, (2.10) − (2.10) : AΦAΦ, (2.10) − (2.14) : AΦAϕ,
(2.14) − (2.14) : AΦAΦ, AϕAϕ, (2.14) − (2.15) : AΦAϕ, (2.15) − (2.15) : AϕAϕ. (4.22)
In addition we shall need three further normalization terms
ΦΦΦΦ,ΦΦϕϕ,ϕϕϕϕ.
They are produced by fourth order box diagrams with all derivatives on inner lines.
4.3 Sector uAΦϕ:
Now we have the tools to discuss all cases of compensation of local terms. For uaϕqA
ν
d∂νΦk we
find the relation
2(α2 + 1)f
1
akjf
5
djq − 2fdacf
5
ckq − 2(α3 + 1)f
5
akpf
6
dqp
−2(α1 − 3)f
5
ajqf
1
djk − 2(α4 − 3)f
6
aqpf
5
dkp = 0. (4.23)
For ua∂νϕqA
ν
dΦk we have
2(α2 − 3)f
1
akjf
5
djq + 2fdacf
5
ckq − 2(α3 − 3)f
5
akpf
6
dqp
−2(α1 + 1)f
5
ajqf
1
djk − 2(α4 + 1)f
6
aqpf
5
dkp = 0. (4.24)
For ∂νuaϕqA
ν
dΦk we find
2(α2 + 1)f
1
akjf
5
djq − 2(α3 + 1)f
5
akpf
6
dqp − 2(α1 + 1)f
5
ajqf
1
djk
−2(α4 + 1)f
6
aqpf
5
dkp = β2. (4.25)
For uaϕq∂νA
ν
dΦk we get
2(α2 − 1)f
1
akjf
5
djq − 2(α3 − 1)f
5
akpf
6
dqp − 2(α1 − 1)f
5
ajqf
1
djk
14
−2(α4 − 1)f
6
aqpf
5
dkp = 0. (4.26)
In choosing different parameters α1, . . . α4 we have split every tree graph contribution separately.
If we sum the terms with the same field operators before splitting, we have one α only, but the
results remain the same as we are now going to show.
Subtracting (4.24) from (4.23) and (4.26) from (4.23) and subtracting the two resulting
equations we obtain
f6aqpf
5
dkp = 0.
Here the sum goes over p = 1, . . . t and can be regarded as a scalar product of two vectors in
R
t. We will see below (see (4.44)) that the vectors (f5dk)p are non-zero. We make the weak
assumption that there are t linear independent vectors (f5dk)p for different d, k, then it follows
f6 = 0. Subtracting (4.23) from (4.25) we conclude
β2(a, d, k, q) = 2fdacf
5
ckq − 8f
5
ajqf
1
djk. (4.27)
This will be simplified below if we have more information about f5. β2 belongs to the normal-
ization term
N2 = −
i
2
β2(a, d, k, q)AνaA
ν
dΦkϕqδ (4.28)
with
dQN2 = β2∂νuaA
ν
dΦkϕqδ + β2
mk
2
ukAνaA
ν
dϕqδ. (4.29)
The last term herein couples this sector to the sector uAAϕ.
4.4 Sector uuu˜ϕ:
In this sector we have only one combination of external legs, namely uaubu˜dϕp. The correspond-
ing relation is
2fabcf
8
dcp − 2f
5
ajpf
3
dbj + 2f
5
bjpf
3
daj + 4f
6
apqf
8
dbq = 0.
The origin of the terms is clear from the upper indices. Since f6 = 0 we have
f3dbjf
5
ajp − f
3
dajf
5
bjp +mjfabjf
5
djp = 0, (4.30)
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We specialize to d = a and insert (3.22):
r∑
j=1
3m2j −m
2
b +m
2
a
2mj
fabjf
5
ajp = 0. (4.31)
If we write a summation symbol then only the indicated index is summed over. For a, b, j all
different, fabj defines a non-singular matrix and the mass-dependent factor does not alter that.
Consequently f5 vanishes for different indices, only f5jjp, j = 1, . . . r are different from 0. That
means the Higgs couplings are diagonal, in contrast to the couplings of the unphysical scalars
which are non-diagonal.
Now (4.30) can be simplified
f3dbaf
5
aap − f
3
dabf
5
bbp +mdfabdf
5
ddp = 0 (4.32)
without summation. Interchanging a with d and b with d, we get a homogeneous linear system
for f5 where p is a dummy index
mafdbaf
5
aap − f
3
adbf
5
bbp + f
3
abdf
5
ddp = 0 (4.33)
f3bdaf
5
aap +mbfadbf
5
bbp − f
3
badf
5
ddp = 0. (4.34)
Using (3.22) it is easy to check that the 3× 3 determinant vanishes so that we get a non-trivial
solution. The latter is very simple
f5aap =
ma
md
f5ddp, (4.35)
in particular, f5aap = 0 for a > r.
With help of (4.35) we can simplify the previous result (4.27) for the normalization factor
β2(a, d, k, q) = 2
m2d −m
2
a
mdmk
fdakf
5
ddq = 2
m2d −m
2
a
m2k
fkdaf
5
kkq. (4.36)
By (4.35) this is symmetric in a, d as it must be (4.28). Furthermore, by means of (4.35) it is
easy to check that all remaining relations in the sector uAΦϕ are satisfied. We have still to show
that f5 6= 0. This follows from the following sector.
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4.5 Sector uAΦΦ:
From ua∂νΦjΦhA
ν
d we get
4fdacf
1
chj − 4(α1 − 3)f
1
ahkf
1
djk − 4(α1 + 1)f
1
ajkf
1
dhk
−(α2 + 1)f
5
ajpf
5
dhp − (α2 − 3)f
5
ahpf
5
djp = 0, (4.37)
and, assuming j 6= h, uaΦjΦh∂νA
ν
d gives
(α2 − 1)(f
5
ajpf
5
dhp + f
5
ahpf
5
djp) + 4(α1 − 1)(f
1
ajkf
1
dhk + f
1
ahkf
1
djk) = 0. (4.38)
Finally ∂νuaΦjΦhA
ν
d gives
−(α2 + 1)(f
5
ajpf
5
dhp + f
5
ahpf
5
djp)− 4(α1 + 1)(f
1
ajkf
1
dhk + f
1
ahkf
1
djk) = 2β3, (4.39)
with
N3 = −
i
2
β3(a, d, j, h)AνaA
ν
dΦjΦhδ (4.40)
∂QN3 = β3∂νuaA
ν
dΦjΦhδ + β3mjujAνaA
ν
dΦhδ. (4.41)
Subtracting (4.37) from (4.39) we find
β3(a, d, j, h) = −2fdacf
1
chj − 8f
1
ahkf
1
djk − 2f
5
ahpf
5
djp (4.42)
where the first term does not contribute to (4.40). The result (4.42) remains valid for j = h.
Subtracting now (4.37) and (4.38) and using previous results it follows
f5ajpf
5
dhp − f
5
ahpf
5
djp =
m2j +m
2
h −m
2
c
2mhmj
fdacfchj
−
m2k +m
2
j −m
2
a
mjmk
fajk
m2k +m
2
h −m
2
d
4mhmk
fdhk
+
m2k +m
2
h −m
2
a
mhmk
fahk
m2k +m
2
j −m
2
d
4mjmk
fdjk. (4.43)
In the special case a = j and d = h (j 6= h) we have
t∑
p=1
f5jjpf
5
jjp =
1
2m2h
{r+s∑
c=1
(m2j +m
2
h −m
2
c)fjhcfjhc
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−
r∑
k=1
m4k − (m
2
j −m
2
h)
2
2m2k
fjhkfjhk
}
. (4.44)
The r.h.s. is known and generally different from 0, consequently f5 must be also different from
0. In case of only one Higgs field t = 1, the Higgs coupling f5 can be calculated from (4.44)
as a square root. For t > 1 the Higgs couplings are no longer uniquely determined by gauge
invariance. For fixed j equation (4.44) holds for all h 6= j and gives the same value on the l.h.s.
This implies relations between the masses and the Yang-Mills couplings (see sect.6).
4.6 Sector uAAΦ:
In this sector there is only one Wick monomial uaAνbA
ν
cΦh which for b 6= c gives the relation
4(fbadf
2
dch + fcadf
2
dbh)− 4(f
1
ahjf
2
bcj + f
1
ahjf
2
cbj)
−2(f5ahpf
7
bcp + f
5
ahpf
7
cbp) = ma
(
β3(b, c, a, h) + β3(c, b, a, h)
)
, (4.45)
where (4.41) has been taken into account. Substituting (4.42) and previous results we obtain
2ma(f
5
bhpf
5
cap + f
5
chpf
5
bap) =
2
mh
[
(m2d −m
2
c)fbadfchd + (m
2
d −m
2
b)fcadfbhd
]
+
m2j +m
2
h −m
2
a
mhm
2
j
(m2c −m
2
b)fahjfbcj −
m2j +m
2
h −m
2
b
2mhm
2
j
(m2j +m
2
a −m
2
c)fbhjfcaj
−
m2j +m
2
h −m
2
c
2mhm
2
j
(m2j +m
2
a −m
2
b)fchjfbaj . (4.46)
In the case h = b 6= c this leads to
mambf
5
aapf
5
bbpδac = −m
2
c
∑
d>r
fabdfbcd
+
r∑
j=1
fabjfbcj
4m2j
[
(m2j −m
2
b)(3m
2
j −m
2
a +m
2
b)−m
2
c(m
2
j +m
2
a −m
2
b)
]
. (4.47)
For b 6= h 6= c we find
∑
d>r
(m2cfbadfchd +m
2
bfcadfbhd) =
=
r∑
j=1
1
4m2j
{
fbhjfcaj[(m
2
j −m
2
b)(3m
2
j −m
2
a +m
2
c)−m
2
h(m
2
j +m
2
a −m
2
c)]
18
+fbajfchj[(m
2
j −m
2
c)(3m
2
j −m
2
a +m
2
b)−m
2
h(m
2
j +m
2
a −m
2
b)]
+2fbcjfahj(m
2
j +m
2
h −m
2
a)(m
2
b −m
2
c)
}
. (4.48)
In the remainig case b = c we have
2maf
5
bapf
5
bhp − 2mbf
5
ahpf
5
bbp =
= −
(m2k +m
2
a −m
2
b)(m
2
k +m
2
h −m
2
b)
2mhm
2
k
fbakfbhk − 2
m2b −m
2
d
mh
fbadfdbh. (4.49)
For a = h 6= b = c this gives
mbf
5
aapf
5
bbp =
m2b
ma
∑
d>r
(fbad)
2
+
∑
k
(fbak)
2
4mam2k
[
(m2k −m
2
b)(−3m
2
k −m
2
b + 2m
2
a) +m
4
a
]
(4.50)
and for h 6= a 6= b = c 6= h we get
m2b
∑
d>r
fbadfbhd = −
r∑
k=1
fbakfbhk
1
4m2k
×
[
(m2k −m
2
b)(−3m
2
k +m
2
a −m
2
b +m
2
h) +m
2
am
2
h
]
. (4.51)
4.7 Sector uAϕϕ:
From uaϕp∂νϕqA
ν
b we get
4fbacf
6
cpq − (α1 + 1)f
5
ajqf
5
bjp − (α1 − 3)f
5
ajpf
5
bjq
−4(α2 + 1)f
6
aqvf
6
bpv − 4(α2 − 3)f
6
apvf
6
bqv = 0, (4.52)
and, assuming p 6= q, uaϕpϕq∂νA
ν
b gives
(α1 − 1)(f
5
ajpf
5
bjq + f
5
ajqf
5
bjp) + 4(α2 − 1)(f
6
aqvf
6
bpv + f
6
apvf
6
bqv) = 0. (4.53)
Finally ∂νuaϕpϕqA
ν
b gives
−(α1 + 1)(f
5
ajpf
5
bjq + f
5
ajqf
5
bjp)− 4(α2 + 1)(f
6
aqvf
6
bpv + f
6
apvf
6
bqv) = 2β4, (4.54)
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with
N4 = −
i
2
β4(a, b, p, q)AνaA
ν
bϕpϕqδ. (4.55)
Adding (4.53) and (4.54) and using previous results we get
β4(a, b, p, q) = −2f
5
aapf
5
aaqδab (4.56)
where no summation is involved. The same result remains valid for p = q. One easily checks
that all other relations in this sector are fulfilled.
4.8 Remaining sectors:
In the sector uAAϕ we get another expression for the normalization factor β2 in (4.29) which
is consistent with (4.36). The sector uΦΦϕ vanishes identically because f4 = f6 = f10 = 0. In
the sector uu˜uΦ we obtain the relation
maf
5
bjpf
5
dap −mbf
5
ajpf
5
dbp =
m2j −m
2
c +m
2
d
2mj
fabcfdcj
+fajkfdbk
m2k +m
2
j −m
2
a
4mjm2k
(m2k −m
2
b +m
2
d)− fbjkfdak
m2k +m
2
j −m
2
b
4mjm2k
(m2k −m
2
a +m
2
d). (4.57)
The sector uϕϕϕ vanishes identically. In the sector uΦΦΦ we find the following normalization
term
N5 = −
i
2
β5(l, j)Φ
2
l Φ
2
jδ (4.58)
with
β5(l, j) =
∑
p
µ2p
2mlmj
f5llpf
5
jjp. (4.59)
By (4.35) this is independent of l, j:
β5 =
∑
p
µ2p
2
(f5aap
ma
)2
(4.60)
with a < r arbitrary. Finally, in the sector uΦϕϕ we obtain another normalization term
N6 = −
i
2
β6(h, p, q)Φ
2
hϕpϕqδ (4.61)
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where
β6(h, p, q) =
1
mh
[
−f5hhpf
5
hhq
µ2p + µ
2
q
mh
− 6
∑
u
f5hhuf
11
pqu
]
= −(µ2p + µ
2
q)
f5aapf
5
aaq
m2a
− 6
∑
u
f5aau
ma
f11pqu (4.62)
is independent of h. The pure Higgs coupling f11 (2.20) is still completely free, it will be
restricted at third order. In addition we shall need a pure Higgs normalization term of the form
N7 = −
i
2
β7(p, q, u, v)ϕpϕqϕuϕv. (4.63)
5 Third order gauge invariance
Instead of (4.4) we now have to look for local terms ∼ δ8(x− z, y − z) in
Dµ
3/1(x, y, z) = [T
µ
1/1(x), T2(y, z)] + [T1(y), T
µ
2/1(x, z)] + [T1(z), T˜
µ
2/1(x, y)] (5.1)
Dµ
3/2(x, y, z) = [T
µ
1/1(y), T2(x, z)] + [T1(x), T
µ
2/1(y, z)] + [T1(z), T˜
µ
2/2(x, y)] (5.2)
Dµ
3/3(x, y, z) = [T1(x), T
µ
2,2(y, z)] + [T1(y), T
µ
2/2(x, z)] + [T
µ
1/1(z), T˜2(x, y)] (5.3)
where T˜2 refers to the inverse S-matrix [11]. The first term in (5.1) produces a local term if
the second term in (3.17.1) is commuted with the second order normalization term (4.21). The
latter contains δ(y − z) and the commutator ∼ ∂µD(x− y) gives another δ(x− y) by the usual
mechanism (4.8). The result is
(17.1/2) − (4.21) = −2fabcfcb′efa′d′eubAνaA
ν
a′Aλb′A
λ
d′δ(x− y)δ(y − z). (5.4)
To examine the second term in (5.1) we use the fact that T˜ µ
2/1 = −T
µ
2/1 + . . . plus terms
which give to local contribution. From (4.19) we have
∂xµT
µ
2/1(x, z)|loc = 2fabcfdec∂λubA
λ
eAνaA
ν
dδ(x − z). (5.5)
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If this is commuted with the second term in (2.9), the anti-ghost - ghost contraction has two
derivatives so that the resulting C-number distribution has ω = 0 and, after splitting, allows a
normalization term
(2.9/2) − (5.5) = −2iαfa′b′bfabcfdecub′Aλa′A
λ
eAνaA
ν
dδ(y − x)δ(x − z). (5.6)
After renaming the summation indices this has the same form as (5.4). However, the contri-
butions from the second and third member in (5.1) cancel each other and similarly in (5.2).
But in (5.3) these normalization terms survive and after suitable choice of α in (5.6) compen-
sate the anomaly (5.4). Then the sector uAAAA is gauge invariant. The situation is the same
in the other sectors uAAΦΦ, uAAΦϕ and uAAϕϕ containing A’s. Here, instead of N1 the
normalization terms N2, N3 and N4 come into play.
Next we turn to the sector uΦ3ϕ where we get two anomalies
(3.17.4/1) − (4.61) = f5ahpβ6(j, p, u)uaΦhΦ
2
jϕu
(3.17.4/2) − (4.58) = −2f5ahpβ5(h, j)uaΦhΦ
2
jϕp. (5.7)
They must cancel each other because no normalization term is possible. This leads to the
relation
t∑
q=1
f5aaqβ6(j, q, p) = 2f
5
aapβ5(a, j). (5.8)
In case of one physical scalar (t = 1) this allows to determine the pure Higgs coupling f11 in β6
(4.62). Similarly, in the sector uΦϕ3 we find the relation
2
t∑
v=1
f5aavβ7(v, p, q, u) = f
5
aapβ6(a, q, u), (5.9)
which, for t = 1, determines the quartic Higgs coupling (4.63). The remaining sectors uΦ4
and uΦ2ϕ2 are automatically gauge invariant due to the facts that β5 (4.60) is constant and
β6(h, p, q) (4.62) is independent of h.
It is instructive to discuss the important special case t = 1 of one physical scalar in detail.
Then (5.8) can be simplified as follows
β6(j, 1, 1) = 2β5(a, j),
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which, by (4.60) and (4.62), leads to
f11ppp = −
µ2p
2ma
f5aa1. (5.10)
Here µp is the Higgs mass and a is arbitrary. From (5.9) we get
β7(1, 1, 1, 1) =
1
2
β6(a, 1, 1) =
µ2p
2
(f5aa1
ma
)2
. (5.11)
Let us now collect all trilinear purely scalar coupling terms
V1 = i
(
f9hj1ΦhΦjϕ+ f
11
111ϕ
3
)
=
= −
i
2
µ2p
ma
f5aa1ϕ
(∑
j
Φ2j + ϕ
2
)
(5.12)
and the quartic terms N5, N6 and N7
V2 = −
i
2
(∑
lj
β5(l, j)Φ
2
l Φ
2
j + β6ϕ
2
∑
j
Φ2j + β7ϕ
4
)
=
= −
i
2
µ2p
2
(f5aa1
ma
)2(
ϕ2 +
∑
j
Φ2j
)2
. (5.13)
Introducing the coupling constant g again, we must multiply (5.12) by g and (5.13) by g2/2!
because this is the second order contribution. Then the total scalar potential is equal to
Vϕ = −ig
2
µ2p
8m2a
(f5aa1)
2
[(
ϕ2 +
∑
j
Φ2j
)2
+
4ma
gf5aa1
ϕ
(
ϕ2 +
∑
j
Φ2j
)]
. (5.14)
Completing the square inside the square bracket just amounts to addition of a mass term for
the Higgs field
V (ϕ) = Vϕ −
i
2
µ2pϕ
2 =
= −ig2
µ2p
8m2a
(f5aa1)
2
[
ϕ2 +
∑
j
Φ2j +
2ma
gf5aa1
ϕ
]2
. (5.15)
This is the asymmetric Higgs potential. In fact, introducing the shifted Higgs field
ϕ˜ = ϕ+ a, a =
ma
gf5aa1
, (5.16)
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the Higgs potential (5.15) assumes a symmetric double-well form
V ∼
(
ϕ˜2 +
∑
j
Φ2 − a2
)2
.
The shifted Higgs field then has a non-vanishing vacuum expectation value a (5.16), so that we
have recovered (i.e. actually deduced) the usual Higgs mechanism.
6 Derivation of the electroweak gauge theory
Let us seek all gauge theories with three massive gauge fields m1,m2,m3 6= 0 and one massless
photon field m4 = 0. There are many 4-dimensional Lie algebras, but we will see that gauge
invariance is strong enough to fix the fabc uniquely.
We put a = 4, d = 2, j = 1, h = 2 in (4.43)
0 = f243f321
m21 +m
2
2 −m
2
3
2m1m2
+ f423f213
m23 +m
2
2
m2m3
·
m23 +m
2
1 −m
2
2
4m1m3
=
f243f321
4m1m2m
2
3
(m23m
2
1 + 2m
2
3m
2
2 − 3m
4
3 −m
2
1m
2
2 +m
4
2). (6.1)
Since the bracket is different from zero, we must either have f243 = 0 or f321 = 0. We shall
verify below that the second alternative leads to the trivial solution f = 0 so we concentrate on
the first case. For a = 4, d = 1, h = 2, j = 1 we find from (4.43)
0 =
f143f321
4m1m2m23
[m23(m
2
2 + 2m
2
1 − 3m
2
3) +m
2
1(m
2
1 −m
2
2)], (6.2)
which implies f143 = 0. Next we put j = 1, h = 2 in (4.44) and also j = 1, h = 3:
∑
p
(f511p)
2 =
1
2m22
[
(f123)
2(m21 +m
2
2 −m
2
3)−
−(f123)
2m
4
3 − (m
2
1 −m2)
2
2m23
]
=
1
2m23
[
(f132)
2(m21 +m
2
3 −m
2
2)− (f132)
2m
4
2 − (m
2
1 −m
2
3)
2
2m22
]
. (6.3)
This implies
(f124
f123
)2
= 2
m23(m
2
3 −m
2
1) +m
2
2(m
2
1 −m
2
2)
m23(m
2
1 +m
2
2)
. (6.4)
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If the r.h.s. is different from zero we have f124 6= 0, otherwise the solution would be trivial. Then
it follows from (3.19) that m1 = m2 which is the equal mass of the W-bosons. This simplifies
(6.4) as follows
(f124
f123
)2
=
m23
m21
− 1, (6.5)
which implies m3 > m1. Defining the weak mixing angle Θ by
m1
m3
= cosΘ, (6.6)
we have
(f124
f123
)2
= tan2Θ.
Since a common factor in the f ’s can be absorbed in the coupling constant g, we end up with
f124 = − sin θ, f123 = − cosΘ (6.7)
in agreement with the Weinberg-Salam model [13, 14]. All other structure constants follow by
asymmetry. The signs in (6.7) have been chosen according to standard convention, as well as
m3 for mZ . Of course any permutation of the indices 1,2,3 is possible, but the solution remains
the same.
It remains to discuss the possibility f123 = 0. Then it follows from (6.3) that m1 = m2 = m3
and |f124| = |f134|. If we now put a = h = 4 and d = j = 1 in (4.43) we arrive at
0 =
1
2
(f142f241 + f143f341)−
1
4
(f412f142 + f413f143)
= −
1
4
(
(f142)
2 + (f143)
2
)
.
Hence, all f ’s vanish in this case.
It is not hard to verify that for the unique non-trivial solution (6.7) all conditions for gauge
invariance are satisfied. By means of (6.7) all couplings can be calculated in the case of one Higgs
field and are in complete agreement with the standard electroweak theory [15]. But we could
use any number t ≥ 1 of Higgs fields. Only for t = 1 the couplings are completely determined
by gauge invariance.
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In the same way one can construct the gauge theory with only two massive gauge fields
m1,m2 6= 0 and one massless field m3 = 0. This is not the SU(2) Higgs-Kibble model often
discussed in the literature [16] which has three massive fields. It turns out that m1 = m2 must
be equal, so that this theory is a hypothetical electroweak theory without neutral currents.
Therefore, the gauge principle cannot explain why there are neutral currents in nature.
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